Conclusive Proof of AWALT and the REAL Female Sexual
Strategy...
909 upvotes | 30 July, 2018 | by Ludakrit
This is required reading for understanding the WHY of "AWALT".
https://toqonline.com/archives/v7n2/v7no2_Devlin.pdf
Highlights;
Biochemical research points to a natural four-year sexual cycle for the human female. This
apparently allows enough time after childbirth for the average mother in a state of savagery to
regain her ability to survive without male provisioning. In the absence of any system of
marriage, a woman’s natural tendency is to “liberate” herself from her mate after that point.
When her hormones prompt her to reproduce again, she simply takes a new mate. 2 Vol. 7, No.
2 The Occidental Quarterly Langley cites Helen Fisher’s Anatomy of Love and Burnham and
Phelan’s Mean Genes in support of this account. According to the latter, separation and divorce
are most likely to occur in the fourth year of marriage “across more than sixty radically
different cultures.”
This is why marriage is ALWAYS a losing proposition. You cannot fight biology.
Feral female sexual behavior is governed by a number of chemicals. The euphoria of infatuation
is associated with the stimulant pheylethylamine, naturally produced in the body by erotic
attraction. As with other drugs, it is addictive, and people gradually build up a tolerance to it,
requiring ever greater levels to achieve the same effect. Over time, it loses its power over us,
and infatuation is replaced by a calm feeling of attachment to our mates. There are
neurochemical factors at work here as well. But the feeling of attachment or bondedness is akin
to the effect of a sedative or narcotic rather than a stimulant
This is why sleeping around ruins a woman's ability to pair bond. She becomes numb to the stimulant
pheylethylamine and must continue in riskier and riskier behavior as with any addiction.
Next there are hormones to consider. The sex drive, in both men and women, is linked to
testosterone levels. These are, of course, always higher in men; but the difference is greatest in
early adulthood when people have traditionally taken their mates. As men age, their testosterone
levels gradually decrease; women’s levels rise. Going into their thirties, women get hairier, their
voices deepen, and they behave more assertively. And, in the author’s words, “it’s also quite
common for them to experience a dramatic increase in their desire for other men
This is the reason why men get cucked.
Women are more likely than men to confuse sexual attraction with love. The sexes speak
differently of the feelings associated with the early stages of a romantic affair: Most men I have
talked to call it infatuation, but most of the women I have talked to call it being in
love….Women in particular may believe that, if they find the right person, intense feelings can
last. They’ve been taught to believe that they should only want sex with someone they love. So
when a woman Summer 2007 / Devlin 3 desires a man, she thinks she is in love, and when the
desire fades she thinks she is out of love.
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This is why they cannot love. They do not understand what love is. To them love is merely infatuation.
For Men, love is a choice, and a commitment. Many Men in love die for their partners. This is a result of
this commitment, not infatuation.
Women often speak of seeking “commitment” from men, but this would seem to imply a
preference for marriage-minded men over others. Langley observed the very opposite tendency
in her interviewees: They often form relationships with men who are emotionally inaccessible.
Instead of choosing men who are interested in developing a relationship, these women choose
men who make them feel insecure. Insecurity can create motivation and excitement. Women
who seek excitement in their marriages (and many do) will often forego the possibility of real
relationships for the excitement of fantasy relationships…. It’s not uncommon for women to
pine for men who shy away from commitment, while they shun the attention given to them by
men who are willing and ready to make a commitment.
This is why they go for Bad Boys, and get tingles from them. They are chasing infatuation, and mistake
excitement for something that can last in the long term.
Much uninformed and superficial commentary on the sexual revolution assumes that “men want
sex while women want marriage.” Langley draws a valid distinction: women want to get
married, not to be married. They often love not so much their husbands as their bridal-fantasy in
which the man serves as a necessary prop. Females want to wear the dress and have the
wedding. Many women have looked forward to that day their whole lives, which ultimately sets
them up for a huge crash.
This is why marriage is guaranteed to be a disappointment for them. You are nothing but a prop to them.
Their completely unrealistic expectations for life guarantee them misery.
Women, says Langley, enter marriage assuming they are naturally monogamous. “Trying to be
faithful doesn’t seem natural to them.” They recite the wedding vow in much the same spirit as
they wear “something borrowed, something blue”—it is simply what one does at a wedding. Of
course, a vow is no very serious undertaking to one who assumes she will never feel any
temptation to break it. Accordingly, over time, most women begin to rationalize their
extramarital erotic interests. If women simply want to be married and are not naturally inclined
to be attracted to other men, “any unhappiness or infidelity on the part of the women is assumed
to be due to the men they married.”
This is why they will grow to hate and resent you. Why they treat their Husbands with abject disgust and
revulsion.
I highly recommend reading the entire paper. Red pills galore. Eat up boys. It's war out there.
Archived from theredarchive.com
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Comments
succubist • 194 points • 30 July, 2018 05:04 AM

There's more knowledge about female nature in this one post than in a $200,000 gender studies degree program.
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 06:13 AM*

[deleted]
WWKaminaD • 15 points • 31 July, 2018 02:34 AM

Dude, this is fucking great!
[deleted] • 17 points • 30 July, 2018 11:52 PM

YES! Thank you! Let them get stuck with the debt and pay it off.
cjENTusBLAZE • 13 points • 31 July, 2018 02:02 PM

Gender Studies is pretty much paying to get brainwashed with feminism.
Itisforsexy • 6 points • 31 July, 2018 09:22 PM

Are they really $200,000 now, or is that hyperbole for effect?
succubist • 12 points • 31 July, 2018 09:35 PM

It's not hyperbole. Yearly tuition at Duke University, for example, is currently at $49,575 with a
projected four year degree price of $276,676
Itisforsexy • 12 points • 31 July, 2018 10:00 PM

Anyone stupid enough to pay that or take out loans for it, well as they say, a fool and their money...
Although unfortunately these days, it's a fool and the taxpayers money (productive men's money).
[deleted] • 16 points • 1 August, 2018 02:05 AM

It's dumped on 18 year olds who have no concept of how much money that is. It's just evil.
There's no other way to put it.
Itisforsexy • 19 points • 1 August, 2018 02:08 AM

Precisely. $200,000, most people never even save that in their entire lives. Which is in of
itself sad, but a different topic. Even to millionaires, 200 grand is a reasonable fortune.
They're loading this debt onto young people who've only had a communist-style life (that is
essentially the family unit until you're 18), have no understanding of finances (as this is
conveniently enough rarely ever taught in public schools), and the debt cannot be erased
through bankruptcy.
That last point is perhaps the most insidious aspect of the whole scam.
newcaprica1 • 9 points • 1 August, 2018 10:30 AM

In Europe, Its free (maybe 1k-2k euros a year max) but still women don't take STEM
courses and we have so many arts and fine arts graduates.
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rp_whybother • 8 points • 1 August, 2018 02:08 PM

Not just Europe, but the whole world. But Google will sack their employees for stating
the obvious.

batfish55 • 178 points • 30 July, 2018 07:32 AM

Normally I blow past posts a long as this one. But for some reason, I read through it all.
Great insights. Got to save this page.
They don't know their own natures.
To be fair, I believe that the majority of people (though probably more females than males), don't know
themselves. Very few people sit back and analyze themselves, their desires. They never make hard choices. They
never leave their home towns. They just let life blow them along life a leaf on the breeze.
It takes some kind of trauma to make people reassess their life choices. Trauma, say, like a divorce. Now, seeing
as how the ex wife gets cash and prizes and support on her way out, she's probably not going to do a lot of soulsearching. The ex-husband tho...he just lost his car, house, kids, and had everything society ever told him proved
wrong. That dude's gonna do a loooot of instrospection.
Ibanezguitarrocks • 66 points • 30 July, 2018 03:52 PM

Maybe not. I'd say most men would chock this up to, "she just wasn't the right one".
Most men live in denial because they can't cope with the truth about female nature.
Yashugan00 • 20 points • 31 July, 2018 10:16 PM

Sure, before. but the price to pay has increased. Generally, unless you start a successful business after the
divorce, there isn't going to be family 2.0 because you wouldn't have the means. In recent times,
households with 2 earners are struggling already. Wages haven't increased in over a decade. Whilst
inflation keeps going on year on year. (i'm no economist, someone correct me if i'm wrong on this please)
It takes a special kind of person to burn themselves to the point of losing a finger, and still want to touch
the stove.
[deleted] • 13 points • 1 August, 2018 01:08 PM

they can't cope with the truth about female nature
95% of men
Hymandestruction • 3 points • 31 August, 2018 09:07 AM

This.... it wasn’t my divorce that made me MGTOW.. it was the abusive twat I fell in with after my ex
wife... I rushed to make up for “lost time” spent on my ex wife... trying to chase the 2.5 kids, white picket
fence, dog in the yard lie.. I was In a weakened state mentally/emotionally and was easy prey for the
predatory post wall single mother ... this was the one that woke me...
520ThirdStreet • 44 points • 30 July, 2018 11:55 AM

The hardest journey one can make is the one that leads inward. Can you imagine the shit women would find
out about themselves if they did that? They don't want to do that. That's why they have a whole in their
psyche and they're going to try and fill that hole with the entire world. Once you figure out who you are and
what you want you'll realize that you're pretty fucking awesome and you don't need much.
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Mygtow • 39 points • 31 July, 2018 12:01 AM

Absolutely. The journey inward reminds me of this passage from 'The Matrix':
Morpheus: What you know you can’t explain, but you feel it. You’ve felt it your entire life, that there’s
something wrong with the world. You don’t know what it is, but it’s there, like a splinter in your mind,
driving you mad.
The journey (MGTOW) eventually leads you out of your existing comfort zone (ie. societal conditioning)
and into a new place of being.
figyg • 19 points • 1 August, 2018 02:06 PM

Ex: I want to apologise
Me: ok, what specifically are you apologizing for?
Ex: oh, uh...
A therapist told her to apologise to me after I dumped her for being shit, but she never went so far as to
think about what she was actually apologizing for. She was just doing something someone told her to do
to feel better. I know it's anecdotal, but I've heard many similar stories. Women hate humility, as do most
people
Natsume25 • 35 points • 30 July, 2018 11:08 PM

The issue with your assessment is that even if a man starts to look introspectively on his situation, the sheer
fear and lack of purpose from his potential realization would lead him back to his blue pilled, comfortable
tendencies.
It's one thing to see the truth. But toapply it is another scary step.
[deleted] • 11 points • 1 August, 2018 01:14 PM

It's one thing to see the truth. But toapply it is another scary step.
the ultimate filter to become a greater man
see_the • 10 points • 1 August, 2018 01:01 AM

That is brutally honest
[deleted] • 4 points • 1 August, 2018 02:53 AM

This is the point my Father in law used to counter me: ''what are you gonna do? Do you think the next
wife of yours is gonna be any different?''
He thought he could goad me into the blue pill world by making me face the discomforts but then
Providence had other plans(me coming across mgtow sub)
look_in_the_mirror • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 10:38 PM

What are smart steps to apply the truth?
MarzMonkey • 6 points • 31 July, 2018 07:10 PM

They don't know their own natures
And yet, I've heard "I know you better than you know yourself" come out of a women's mouth countless
times.
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[deleted] • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 02:04 AM

She probably does. It's hard to see yourself from the inside.
rp_whybother • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 02:04 PM

Relevant link to your post https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_unexamined_life_is_not_worth_living
UnKnownSurviving • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 07:22 AM

The ex-husband tho...he just lost his car, house, kids, and had everything society ever told him proved
wrong. That dude's gonna do a loooot of instrospection.
Hhmm. Fuck yeah. Some men do a lot of soul searching and while other men let it happen to them for the
5th time or 100th time. Sometime the first time is so traumatic, he cannot ever afford this shit again.
Sometime, bit of shock and pain can be good for you. It open your mind a bit more.
figyg • 1 point • 1 August, 2018 02:02 PM

That last line is very poignant
[deleted] • 141 points • 30 July, 2018 02:30 AM

This is brilliant. Saved.
TheDevilsAdvokaat • 39 points • 30 July, 2018 10:36 AM

Also saving.
79johnsmith • 23 points • 30 July, 2018 12:02 PM

Can't their biology! Saving it for the next time someone says NAWALT.
jackanger • 14 points • 30 July, 2018 06:36 PM

Also saved. Big THANK YOU.
jihndosh • 6 points • 31 July, 2018 12:30 AM

saved twice.
[deleted] • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 03:25 AM

Also saved.
axonMagnus • 6 points • 31 July, 2018 03:56 PM

'#METOO
[deleted] • 3 points • 31 July, 2018 02:58 PM

likewise saved.
IronLyon77 • 113 points • 30 July, 2018 04:57 AM*

This is FANTASTIC!! Take it from an old timer boys, there is NO hope or happiness in marriage, mostly
misery. Once the in Love/Lust hormones wear off, you're totally fucked.
Randallsixx13 • 58 points • 30 July, 2018 11:03 AM
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Can verify.
Three-Legged-Fox • 52 points • 30 July, 2018 08:47 PM

I disagree slightly. After the first couple of years I was seldom fucked! ;-)
WhackingPsychopomp • 21 points • 31 July, 2018 10:39 AM

I still fuck mine when she is in between new husbands. She fucks me whenever she can, financially.
[deleted] • 13 points • 31 July, 2018 11:43 AM

That's why they traditionally have kids during that time frame, to further trap you.
A part of the now high divorce rate is that people are not getting married because of pregnancy as often
(abortion and lack of social shame) and married couples are waiting longer into the marriage to have kids.
This results in more marriages exiting the "honeymoon phase" while not having kids to bind them. So, they
"fall out of love" and "the spark is gone" and they look for another because they are unimpeded. Rinse and
repeat. They don't realize what they are doing.
genericlatino • 1 point • 24 October, 2018 04:04 AM

Ive been going on 12 years now, still have great sex 3 or more times a week. That being said, I don't have
kids and were not planning on having children. Did you have kids?
Tama_drummer_man • 111 points • 30 July, 2018 02:29 AM

"women want to get married, not to be married. They often love not so much their husbands as their bridalfantasy in which the man serves as a necessary prop." ----- This portion reminded me of a post on here not to
long ago. It was about a couple that were taking wedding photos and the man stood in one spot while the woman
moved around and around. He basically was just a prop for her and her "special" day. It was a very sad sight. I
am extremely glad, I am the age I am, and I didn't fuck my life up by marrying or knocking up some whore.
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 02:32 AM*

[deleted]
Diabloist337 • 76 points • 30 July, 2018 05:12 AM

Women love weddings because it's ultimate social orgasm.
They HATE marriages.
Also, they LOVE babies, because it grants them a special status and attention, but they HATE children.
gargantualis • 35 points • 30 July, 2018 12:29 PM

They love being the center of attention, and the assured meal ticket.
Only hardships of the past and limited options kept marriages pre sexual revolution going. Imagine if
women werent ignorant of their own biology and realized as they are human, they are fallible. One of
Stardusks old videos suggested that the human doing-men/human being-women dichotomy has left
them shielded in the domesticated world from the truth. Now they seek to lead and rule society still
under the same spell of ignorance.
Sir_manalot • 33 points • 30 July, 2018 08:34 PM

I bet if men stopped taking agency away from women, that they will stop being shitty.
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At first they will be complete messes, but they would adapt in a year or two.
I mean just look at what women did in ancient times, you cannot tell me that women are incapable
of anything when they scrubbed the house clean on there knees, prepared food without a stove,
gathered food everyday, washed clothes by hand, etc.
Men are just obsessed with pedestalizing women as trophies that need to be protected.
gargantualis • 20 points • 30 July, 2018 09:23 PM

Oh btw just a minor clarification if you could. Did you mean agency by itself or more
specifically the responsibility that comes with agency? Theyve got a lot of freedom nowadays,
but it seems the shielding from responsibility is what men keep giving them.
Sir_manalot • 9 points • 30 July, 2018 10:45 PM

Both.
gargantualis • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 12:25 AM

Ahhhh
RadicalAsceticMonk • 3 points • 2 August, 2018 12:25 PM

I bet if men stopped taking agency away from women, that they will stop being shitty.
Because women weren't shit in the past, when they had little agency. Right. And things will
just go back being the uotpia that they were pre-1950. Right. Aham. I see.
NoThirst • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 07:41 PM

....and they generally love men...but hate their husband.
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 12:47 AM

Is knocking someone up today still a big fuck up? Worse than marriage or cohabitation?
Because I want kids and don't want marriage. Knocking someone up is looking like the lesser evil. "Coparenting" we''ll call it.
There have been advances in social awareness at how family court treats men. I feel like 50/50 no CS could
be achievable.....unless you made more money....
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 09:17 AM*

[removed]
Sir_manalot • 56 points • 30 July, 2018 10:30 AM*

Without stable marriages, men get increasingly competitive with each other to the point that they:
Start destroying there fellow men's opportunities so they no longer have to keep pushing so rigorously to be
in the top 20%
Start settling for worse and worse options (to not have to compete as hard) until it is impossible to satisfy
women's desires due to how badly they have been spoiled.
Start turning the goal of manhood into being the best sex toy over the best man. The embodiment of
manliness is now what women find manly over what men see as manly.
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Start creating a culture of foeness and lies to try to reach the ever rising standards.
Start to work against the goals of the country by withdrawing or acting out violently. Especially as men start
trashing there fellow brothers in all areas of life.
The end result is the societies eventual death.
Geleemann • 5 points • 1 August, 2018 05:57 PM

I personally couldn't give a fuck about all of this. I just do my own thing
the_unseen_one • 29 points • 30 July, 2018 07:43 PM

I got that feeling when the author talked about monogamy being unnatural and women being naturally
polygamous. All this was just a long winded appeal to nature in favor of being whores.
Sir_manalot • 36 points • 30 July, 2018 08:45 PM

No matter how people try to justify it, it doesn't work.
Men live to breed and raise there own children.
If they allow women to sleep with whoever they want, harems will eventually form.
Leaving four out of five men disinterested in anything but themselves...and these men are more powerful
then the few alphas in charge.
Slavery can help curb this problem, but slaves do the bare minimum and this eventually leads to everyone
living in poverty. Plus eventually some talented slaves will realize that the master isn't as powerful as he
tricks them to believe.
PuzzleheadedDoughnut • 6 points • 2 August, 2018 01:47 PM

polygamous
Sorry dude Im gonna have to pull you up the incorrect use of that word.
Women are hypergamous. Men are polygamous.
Many women will happily share one man among them if that man is high status and the other option is
having their own man who is weak/lower status/poor etc.
They are the exact opposite of polygamous.
The only reason they "enjoy" multiple lovers is because the Chads they want, won't commit so they are
forced to hop from one to another.
Biologically they want to secure one high statuses male resources but thanks to Tinder and a forgiving
culture Chads can just smash these deluded bitches without commiting (unless they fuck up and get her
pregnant).
the_unseen_one • 3 points • 2 August, 2018 03:54 PM

Did you read the OP? My word usage was entirely correct in the context it was used.
TyrannicalWill • 22 points • 30 July, 2018 11:00 PM

"society forces women into marriage", "men are manipulative assholes and take advantage of women"
Women manipulate men into marriage. Society not only normalizes but encourages this behavior. It's why
bachelors are depicted as airheaded, clumsy douchebags in the media while single mothers are depicted as
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oppressed heroes.
didiflex • 4 points • 1 August, 2018 08:19 PM

Men dont need to be manipulated into marriage, they love puusy too much and will do anything
including get married. Saying men are being manipulated implied women used some kind of trickery
which is bs, men travel thousands of miles and spend thousands of $$ just to marry a 3rd world hooker.
What does that tell you ? Men are too addicted to pussy like its a crack cocaine.
TyrannicalWill • 4 points • 1 August, 2018 08:47 PM

True, but wahmen manipulate by acting loyal and questioning the man's character if he refuses to
commit
StoneTempleFlyboy • 1 point • 1 August, 2018 03:57 PM

Polygamous feminine utopia, aka section 8 housing with WiFi for Tinder. Oh wait, it's supposed to be more
heavenly than that. Lol
[deleted] • 53 points • 30 July, 2018 08:00 AM

If you're a lurking incel like myself, do yourself a favour and read the pdf. Despairing over women is really not
worth it. Just go your own way.
Thotsithinknots • 22 points • 31 July, 2018 11:42 AM

Can confirm to the incel community that this is a recurring theme with partners who were in love and then all
of a sudden things "just fizzled" and it's literally like you never meant nothing to them. I've had this happen 3
times in the exact time frame. 3 1/2 - 4 year time window. The problem is men are used to the
companionship and are completely broken down and traumatized that somebody's heart could turn to stone in
such a fickle manner. After this happens enough the natural conclusion to take is that they are fickle. Which
is what lead me to mgtow. I always knew if I was in a relationship it would lead to heartache and depression.
This confirms everything and should be something every man understands. I trade in the markets. Knowing
risk / reward is what I make all my decisions on.
StoneTempleFlyboy • 6 points • 1 August, 2018 04:11 PM

Women's relationship patterns in general, even same sex friends, often follow this pattern. Idealize,
devalue, discard. Narcissism.
SingleManDR • 2 points • 15 December, 2018 04:05 PM

Yup, childish, mentally ill and a broken approach to relationships. Keep entertaining me, and playing
my games, and don't figure out my shit along the way, or you're defective...
ILOVENOGGERS • 1 point • 26 October, 2018 09:04 PM

After literally hearing "I want to live my life with you" and her leaving the day after for the second time
I'm done with those thots and I'll just cuddle with my dog in bed.
lastlaugh100 • 1 point • 27 October, 2018 03:25 PM

same thing here, went from cooking food every day and fucking me every day to sewing holes in my
clothes to making me pillow cases to telling me to fuck off, asking if I would kill myself for her to telling
me her exes fucked her better or made her feel more loved after 3.5 years. Biology is fucking evil but
necessary for gene diversification I guess.
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Natsume25 • 22 points • 30 July, 2018 11:13 PM

This guy gets it. Fuck them.
[deleted] • 6 points • 1 August, 2018 03:28 PM

I feel like a lot of people have been trying to tell them this for a while, they just spin it into a meme like they
spin everything into a meme. It's sad and pathetic.
rationalthought314 • 45 points • 30 July, 2018 04:17 AM

Very accurate which I think a lot of guys especially older ones can attest to.
Many Men in love die for their partners. This is a result of this commitment, not infatuation.
very true. I would say men actually love their partners whereas woman love the feeling they receive from the
infatuation - which is fleeting. You can see this is their romance literature. Often it's a "whirlwind" romance of
heady passion which is what you get when you first meet someone and is not a sustainable feeling. Rarely is it
about long term romance down the road.
Instead of choosing men who are interested in developing a relationship, these women choose men who
make them feel insecure. Insecurity can create motivation and excitement.
This why being a simp is a losing deal. Women say they want a kind man who will respect them but it's just
another shit test.
they shun the attention given to them by men who are willing and ready to make a commitment
Shun? Sometimes outright ridicule them if they don't use them. However, later they come to those types to settle.
In the past such guys thought they won out in the end but now more of those guys are waking up to the fact they
are being used and ending up with damaged goods so they rejecting this "win."
Much uninformed and superficial commentary on the sexual revolution assumes that “men want sex while
women want marriage.”
This is a blue pill lie that we are told that makes women seem virtuous and men pigs looking just to root. This is
why so many guys have a hard to time seeing women's true nature.
They often love not so much their husbands as their bridal-fantasy in which the man serves as a necessary
prop...Many women have looked forward to that day their whole lives
It's their day to be the absolute center of attention which is more important than the actual marriage itself. Girls
want to be brides as soon as they understand the concept. It's the culmination of their life goal. I think most
would be happy to die after the wedding day.
They don't know their own natures...This is why they can be completely truthful, and why it all turns to shit
later on.
I said something along this line comparing certain women to the sleeper agents from the new Battlestar Galactica
show. They believe they are human up to the point a switch is flipped and suddenly they become the enemy.
These girls believe they're NAWALT but either gradually or all at once she flips and the man she professed so
much love for she now resents with a level of passion that is disturbing or she has a cold robotic detachment
towards but in either mood she doesn't bother to self reflect why she feels this way, she just does and that's
enough for her.
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[deleted] 30 July, 2018 06:09 AM*

[deleted]
rationalthought314 • 36 points • 30 July, 2018 06:54 AM

They genuinely DO feel in love. This is why it is SO CRUCIAL to understand their nature. If you
don't understand it, you will be deceived and taken in by their very real feelings.
This is what trips up a lot of guys because when they get with these girls they are legitimately a
NAWALT. This is what makes them more frightening than chameleons. With chameleons there's always
a chance of it coming out or word getting around but these sleeper agents are quiet ticking time bombs no
one can predict when and where their switch will flip. A constant refrain from many divorced men is "she
wasn't the same person." You'd think it was from the script of a horror movie - "something took over my
wife!" except instead of demons or ancient ghosts, it's just her hypergamy kicking in and rebooting the
software.
NaiveWorldliness • 14 points • 30 July, 2018 11:47 PM

For people who play games, i strongly believe thats where the idea of Miang comes from in the RPG
Xenogears. Every woman has the chance to become Miang. Its like a 180 degree flip. Once she turns
into that, she no longer recognises herself as the same.
onemanfortress • 13 points • 30 July, 2018 09:16 AM

Sounds more like walking dead walkers, that turn when you least expect.
geturcraptogether • 21 points • 30 July, 2018 11:42 AM

"I said something along this line comparing certain women to the sleeper agents from the new Battlestar
Galactica show. They believe they are human up to the point a switch is flipped and suddenly they become
the enemy. These girls believe they're NAWALT but either gradually or all at once she flips and the man she
professed so much love for she now resents with a level of passion that is disturbing or she has a cold robotic
detachment towards but in either mood she doesn't bother to self reflect why she feels this way, she just does
and that's enough for her."
THIS. ALL OF FUCKING THIS.
I'm going through that with my ex(sons mother, been working on reconciliation). I'll have to post the text she
sent on Friday. Gotta screen shot it.
rationalthought314 • 21 points • 30 July, 2018 12:29 PM

yeah I've noticed a common theme with many husbands current and ex who complain about their wife
becoming someone completely different. I've only had it happen with girlfriends and friends but it's a
whole different ballgame with a wife I imagine after so many years thinking you know someone so well
and she turns out to be a fracking toaster!
Doc_Sithicus • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 08:40 PM

Can confirm.
TyrannicalWill • 20 points • 30 July, 2018 10:56 PM

This is why all romance movies have two major scenes - the icebreaker scene and the wedding scene. Those
two scenes compose most of the movie. Wahmen just want excitement and the social validation of locking
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down a manslave (ideally who was non committal).
[deleted] • 12 points • 31 July, 2018 03:23 PM

holy shit this post is amazing and spot on. the fabled unicorn is a fucking awalt sleeper agent!!!!
StoneTempleFlyboy • 8 points • 1 August, 2018 04:17 PM

Women want provisions not marriage. Marriage was the old way of getting provisions, but you had to work
for it and keep working for it. Most people don't want a job, they just want an income. If they could continue
to get an income without showing up for work they will definitely do that.
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 08:07 PM

[deleted]
BrownMayonnaise • 25 points • 31 July, 2018 05:20 AM

Rage Against the 'Muhgene.
[deleted] • 3 points • 31 July, 2018 06:55 PM

CRAAAAAAAAWWWWWWWLING IIIIIIIIIIIN MY GEEEEEEEEEENES
bob13bob • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 06:07 PM

if your'e alive today, it's for a reason, your genetics have already outcompeted others for 10s of thousands of
years. You think humans have any real capactiy to evaluate gene quality. Just because you're short and dont'
look like a model doesn't mean your genes aren't better. alot of you need to read up on evolution more
carfully. It's no accident that the smartest men on the planet don't look like models and are under 6'.
don't be defeatist, you have the capacity inside you to win or your ancestors wouldn't ahve survived.
didiflex • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 07:58 PM

Yeah but wars helped a lot where constant wars and high rate of male deaths ensured that unattractive
men could procreate. My grandad was average looking at best but he was slaying like crazy after ww2,
widows and single unmarried women where everywhere. 70% of male population aged 15-40 was killed.
We dont have these things anymore so we see ultra high competition amongst males.
bob13bob • 1 point • 2 August, 2018 12:44 AM

you're operating under the assumption that attraction is fittest to the environment. if attraction was
what mattered in the past, men would be more attractive than women, like peacocks.
RadicalAsceticMonk • 3 points • 2 August, 2018 12:37 PM

We are stupid monkeys
Every time I hear this shit, I remember Anatole France: "The wonder is, not that the field of stars is so vast,
but that man has measured it.":

Observable universe measures:
Diameter: 8.8×1026 m (28.5 Gpc or 93 Gly)
Volume: 4×1080 m3
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Mass (ordinary matter): 1053 kg
−30

Density: 9.9×10

g/cm3 (equivalent to 6 protons per cubic meter of space)

Age: 13.799±0.021 billion years
Average temperature: 2.72548 K
Contents: Ordinary (baryonic) matter (4.9%), Dark matter (26.8%), Dark energy (68.3%)
Now, do tell me: how could stupid monkeys measure Universe itself, from a small blue point inside that
Universe? The real stupid monkeys are flinging shit at each other on top of trees. We're building wonders
and works of pure beauty and preparing to crawl from Earth towards Mars. All while the real stupid monkeys
will just keep on flinging shit at each other until they are no more - they they'll probably be no more because
we casually caused them to go extinct, just because we can.
LexGrom • 1 point • 31 July, 2018 09:11 PM

Raging against genes is pointless, cos there's no law of physics that prohibits however profound genetic
modifications even within a specimen
It's a problem to solve
[deleted] • 37 points • 30 July, 2018 06:46 PM

"The great irony of all this, is that women aren't reading this."
Psh... I don't care if they know anything at all about themselves. As long as I know. Knowledge is power, the
power to save yourself.
Yashugan00 • 15 points • 31 July, 2018 10:22 PM*

even if you put a big sign pointing at it, they wouldn't read it.
Too busy with their many shiny baubles: phone, social media, girl blogs, and the many many many
advertisers selling them the newest shiny.
"10 secret places to find your dream man, you won't believe nr 6!"
"Take the empowered women survey and see if you are a top woman too!"
"Woman are wonderful, look at these other girls be boss, styling tips from glam to instagram "
"This lady from <place near you> discovered a long lost recipe for losing fat naturally. Get lean for summer
without joining a gym. Banned in all countries, so effective they don't want you to know!"
BalancingVices • 35 points • 30 July, 2018 07:42 PM

This was explained in the Predatory Female ages ago, but the good Reverend also mentioned another thing: it's
generally young, inexperienced women who can mistake their infatuation for love, while older women predate
consciously.
That doesn't make the young ones less dangerous, because the most effective lie is often when the liar herself
believes the lie.
Illustrious_Hour • 11 points • 31 July, 2018 03:26 AM

nicely written
Yashugan00 • 8 points • 31 July, 2018 10:27 PM
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while older women predate consciously.
> mantis like... *shudder*
ImmortanV8 • 34 points • 30 July, 2018 08:20 AM

Married a virgin, can confirm all this paper says. Either society sanctions their destructive actions as a whole,
otherwise a lasting relationship with a woman is impossible. Happiness is not part of this relationship, since
women are not capable to develop a capacity for happiness. That‘s why they chase it trying to consume it
Sir_manalot • 29 points • 30 July, 2018 08:48 PM*

Women can definitely be happy, it is what patriarchy was designed to do.
They just do not chase happiness, they prefer better genes. So they long for drama, excitement and fighting
to make men fight each other until only the strongest men are left.
[deleted] • 20 points • 31 July, 2018 12:35 AM

I agree. Its like a type of sexual selection mechanism. All over the animal kingdom, you find these type
of sexual competitions, where two or more males have to fight and the female pairs off with the winner to
mate. It's just instinctive.
hkl8324 • 3 points • 2 August, 2018 01:21 PM

I dont think so, it is just brainwashing, cause they dont have rape laws. The males dont have to
compete with each other to have a fuck. The Elite make you to believe you have to fight to get a
female but infect no need to do so in real wild world. It is open world, not the on like we human. You
just fuck and run. No consequence
Staggitarius • 30 points • 30 July, 2018 02:16 AM

Wow. This stings...
doubleu • 8 points • 1 August, 2018 09:37 PM

I was reading over this again today, and it just hit me: I just realized our daughter was born in 1998 and my
then-wife left me in 2002, man o man, kinda crazy i guess...
lolklolkgf • 28 points • 30 July, 2018 07:22 AM

One for the sidebar.
MrMagtow • 22 points • 30 July, 2018 06:14 PM

seconded. This is a very good read and should be added.
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 08:00 PM

[deleted]
Yashugan00 • 13 points • 31 July, 2018 10:30 PM

when you give a woman EVERYTHING she needs, she will fall out of love, and line up the next seed carrier
so she can maximise genetic diversity. You are just playing into her Optimal sexual strategy.
If she were fighting war, starvation, social unrest, she would cling to the man for protection.
We built this matrix too perfect, there's no reason for her not to move on. That is what women mean with
sexual liberation. The ability to go spawn with a series of alphas, without restrictions.
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[deleted] 1 August, 2018 04:46 AM

[deleted]
Yashugan00 • 6 points • 1 August, 2018 11:11 AM

Yes. The bars that chain you are invisible. Biological drive is powerful. And that is why we have
civilisation. It is used to ensure cooperation of men.
Society is a system, systems are alive in the sense that they will try to perpetuate themselves. This
particular system works by offering all men a choice: work within the system and you will help build
a stable society with protections and you will be able to perpetuate with offspring: one woman for
every man and this boundary will be respected. Eg: no warlord will come riding in and take all your
women and kill your children.
However, that contract is breaking down: women are no longer loyal, they will all chance the top 10
only, cheat with impunity, marry and divorce, convince their friends to divorce and encourage their
infidelity. Don't hate me for stating this, I'm just observing.
Therefore, in an equal reaction, men are no longer choosing to contribute in equal numbers as before.
The brand is tarnished, and the product is staying on the shelf
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 06:31 AM

[deleted]
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 06:36 AM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 07:05 AM

[deleted]
ss_camaro • 6 points • 31 July, 2018 05:20 AM

...hence PEA-brained.
look_in_the_mirror • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 08:12 AM

Does anyone know which singnals make women produce PEA? Is a Biochemist here?
kupakuma • 20 points • 31 July, 2018 12:48 AM

"You must marry me so I can stop pretending to love as you are, and start complaining about all the ways you
disappoint me."
God dayum.
I suggest ppl read the whole thing instead of just the highlights given by the OP.
[deleted] • 20 points • 30 July, 2018 12:51 PM

As interesting as this is, it's the second half of the paper about the family court system that is truly frightening.
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 01:56 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] • 8 points • 30 July, 2018 02:42 PM
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Agreed. Sorry if it sounded like criticism.
figyg • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 03:38 PM

Do a second post with the second half
Zombocom1911 • 19 points • 30 July, 2018 08:55 AM

but but but her fairytale princess $40,000 wedding, you're not going to cherish those photos when she gets bored
in 4 years and tears your life down?
BastaHR • 18 points • 30 July, 2018 10:19 AM*

Pure gold! This is by far the best stuff I've encountered on reddit!
If you don't like PDF:
https://www.counter-currents.com/2011/06/rotating-polyandry-and-its-enforcers-part-1/
https://www.counter-currents.com/2011/06/rotating-polyandry-and-its-enforcers-part-2/
Bible is really sacred book, because Peter in his Epistle says:
Men, love your women, women respect your men.
Link to another page:
https://www.reddit.com/r/TheRedPill/comments/3fsjjg/womens_infidelity_i_ii_what_women_really_mean/
Doc_Sithicus • 7 points • 31 July, 2018 09:51 PM

Thank you for the last link. Had a good read and can confirm EXACTLY to a fucking word.
GUYS - READ THAT LINK LIKE IT'S A FUCKING BIBLE!!!!
When I was divorcing my ex she tried to swing back and reconcile. I asked her why the fuck she went for a
broke ass guy that was a hidden alkie that she ended up supporting, paying bills and driving to work (he lost
his driving license for drunk driving) - she said "He was making me feel alive".
Yashugan00 • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 10:33 PM

And i bet she said it was all your fault anyway, right? It was you who DROVE her away after all.
Doc_Sithicus • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 10:46 PM

Of course, nothing ever was her fault.
magicmikefx • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 06:51 PM

You sent her packing I assume ? I'm going thru the separation now. Waiting to slam the ban
hammer on her attempt to swing back
Doc_Sithicus • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 08:35 PM*

Yep, officially divorced for nearly 2 years now. Realistically I'd say close to 5 - my ex-wife
simply didn't bother to let me know when she divorced me in her mind 3 years earlier.
You know - the really funny thing is only when my lawyer sent her divorce petition she
realized that shit got real, she thought that she can just swing back into my life, said she wants
to go to see a marriage counselor with me. She assumed that I'll just accept everything and it'll
be business as usual.
It was a hard year, had to move and start over but it was worth it in the long run. It gets better
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after 2 years. Now I am free.

NiceIce • 19 points • 30 July, 2018 11:14 PM

Incredible find. This is worthy of gold. This should be pinned and/or added to the sidebar.
KushKenobi • 16 points • 30 July, 2018 07:10 PM

Same thing every time. Their fix they fiend for is just less and less hard hitting the longer they're with you,
basically. On a fundamental molecular level you really will never be good enough for them. I'll just live out my
days alone with my cat, I guess... boy did they lie to us when we were young
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 07:39 PM*

[deleted]
KushKenobi • 8 points • 30 July, 2018 08:46 PM

Absolutely, I'm married to my sativa.
ajaski708 • 17 points • 30 July, 2018 09:37 PM

I wish I could upvote this post 1000 times. This is a MUST READ for all men out there.
[deleted] 31 July, 2018 04:08 AM*

[deleted]
__PORK__ • 19 points • 31 July, 2018 08:17 AM

That is just for this cycle. This has happened before when women were liberated... 2000 years ago (the fall of
Rome), and 4000 years ago (the fall of Babylon).
The correction comes naturally in the form of barbarian invaders, hard times and extreme patriarchy.
[deleted] 31 July, 2018 02:50 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] • 8 points • 31 July, 2018 03:12 PM

yeah and the United states isn't far off by the looks of it.
[deleted] • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 09:30 PM

People now marry and wait a comparatively long time to have kids. The kids bind them so it is a bit harder to
leave and divorce. Without kids, a marriage is like more serious dating. Any serious bump in the road and
they split. That is woman reason for higher divorce rates: delayed parenthood. Connect is that since women
aren't in a hurry to have kids, they marry a bit later as well and fuck a bunch of men that they have no plans
with. This limits pair bonding as you note.
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 12:12 AM*

[deleted]
[deleted] • 4 points • 1 August, 2018 12:31 AM

Agreed. Both promiscuity and delayed child rearing are allowed by birth control pills combined with
abortion. Back when it was clunky ass rubbers or nothing then people got pregnant after a year or so
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of fucking.
KyfhoMyoba • 1 point • 22 September, 2018 06:18 PM

That is woman reason for higher divorce rates: delayed parenthood. Nope, historical records show
female initiated divorce at 2/3 plus back hundreds of years.
KyfhoMyoba • 1 point • 22 September, 2018 06:17 PM

Have you seen the graph showing adoption of oral contraceptives with the divorce rate? Divorce is about a 2
year lag after oral contraceptive adoption. Great correlation. Fits perfectly with mate preference change
across the ovulatory cycle.
MesaBoogeyMan • 15 points • 30 July, 2018 09:12 PM

Fucking brilliant. And spot on. Oh, but we are the neckbeard losers that got hurt and live with mom....that study
is all made up patriarchy stuffs
MomoYaseen • 14 points • 30 July, 2018 06:17 PM

FOOKING SAVED.
This shit is glorious.
I want to post this in an online forum so the feminists can RAGE.
TheJoestarDescendant • 14 points • 31 July, 2018 08:45 AM

That last point...
It reminds me of something else...
It's about modern philosophy that believes human nature is naturally good. With that they believe any evil deed
is someone else's fault; e.g.: the society, white people, men, poverty, etc. Women today are taught they are
naturally good natured too... Damn this world is done for...
Marque01 • 14 points • 30 July, 2018 08:56 PM

> women want to get married, not to be married. They often love not so much their husbands as their bridalfantasy in which the man serves as a necessary prop. Females want to wear the dress and have the wedding.
Many women have looked forward to that day their whole lives, which ultimately sets them up for a huge crash.
It's all about the social orgasm
247spyz4life • 12 points • 31 July, 2018 01:50 PM

I've always thought women needed constant drama, excitement, and often negative emotional stimulation. That's
why they don't want a truly passionate and romantic man. Well here's scientific proof...
glad2besad • 12 points • 30 July, 2018 03:39 AM

I’m excited to read the rest of the paper. I would really like to gather up as much research like this as I can and
put it all in one place. How did you find this?
onemanfortress • 12 points • 30 July, 2018 08:56 AM*

Wow bro. Best post in a while here. I will follow you. Keep posting stuff like this.
On the other hand there is a connotation to this post that opens certain questions in regards to relationships with
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women.
A question id like to make you and other mgtows...
If women have that timing you described...
You said 4 years right? So men must not exceed a certain time regardless of the context. So basically all flings
with women, must always follow a script, where you dump them after 9 months maximum even if they are
mirroring unicorns...
We are living great times. We will soon decode women nature fully. And since we are rational and strategic we
will win everytime. Women rely on their instincts solely to manipulate men, they are not even aware of their
ownselves.
[deleted] 30 July, 2018 07:49 PM*

[deleted]
onemanfortress • 9 points • 30 July, 2018 09:09 PM

It definitely happens. And i have failed constantly at that. Everytime dude. And its because im actually
arrogant, i think it wont happen with me, or at some point in my life i feel again free and invincible and
think it wont get to me. But it gets because its fucking chemical. So even if she is the biggest thot, if you
keep spending time with her at some point you catch feelings. I literally asked myself before why am i
thinking about this thot that i use to not give a shit about, and still dont give a shit, the truth is its not
actually us, its our brain and the chemicals.
[deleted] • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 09:35 PM

Yep. Let's say your current GF is still treating you well and sexing you good at 9 months. Almost no men
will carry out their pre-planned breakup routine. The best we can hope for is men that will leave as soon
as it becomes a net negative.
llDUNN • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 04:00 AM

Did you post this to RP? I'd like to borrow if you didn't?
[deleted] • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 04:26 AM

I didn't, feel free, if you are talking about the main post, please credit me in your repost.
llDUNN • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 04:27 AM

I got you boiii.
[deleted] • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 04:28 AM

Crossposting to there didn't work so I didn't bother. I guess they have it disabled lol.
llDUNN • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 04:30 AM

No worries, the joys of copy and paste. I like MGTOW better, because a lot of those guys
on TRP are fucking faggots. Some of their vocabulary fucking irks me. Like "frame", just
say bearing or something man. Fuck.

[deleted] 30 July, 2018 03:55 PM

[deleted]
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onemanfortress • 9 points • 30 July, 2018 04:01 PM*

Dude you are right but relax. This is in the context of the post. I deliberately spoke in a purple pill
manner. The post is scientific. If you want to understand something scientifically, you have to be
impartial, and speak as if all possibilities can be true. The context is that, even if they are not whores, and
dont have stds, AND even if they havent been in many other guys and are unicorns -> they still are
biologically programmed to fuck with you after some time. So basically even if you find a unicorn the
rule is to leave her regardless after some months. You understand my comment now? It means that if all
things perfect at best you must dump after some time. Regarding everything you said about the dangers
of sexual intercourse with women, there are some instances where that is not the case, so that cant be an
argument, but female psychology and nature is real in all cases. Regardless of the dangers and diseases,
men will still fuck women, but when it comes to relationships you do have an argument and there is a
specific timing that all men must be aware they cannot exceed regardless if they are mgtow or not. So
relax, and let the debate happen, thats the only way we learn more.
This was not supposed to be giving hope but rather to expose a fallacy. I need to edit it, bad choice of
words. But its true i think i drifted a bit.
Megitgud • 12 points • 30 July, 2018 09:13 PM

A very precious red pill. gulp
[deleted] • 12 points • 31 July, 2018 04:39 AM

Thank you. This came in a moment of "weakness" from me. The timing couldn't be better.
[deleted] • 6 points • 1 August, 2018 03:34 AM

When the primal instinct of sex drive dominates, the forebrain is turned off. These are our(men) weaknesses
and we must be cautious of nature's traps that has set for us.
[deleted] • 6 points • 1 August, 2018 05:12 AM

In other (practical) words: rub one out first.
cobaltcolander • 12 points • 31 July, 2018 07:18 PM

I hope OP, and every other patron of this subreddit, is aware that this is by far the most important post ever to
appear here.
treble-n-bass • 4 points • 31 July, 2018 08:18 PM

I agree! This post quantifies the need for this sub!!! It spells everything out!!! Needs to be stickied!!!!
FraterGGNM • 8 points • 30 July, 2018 06:34 PM

This needs to be sidebar material. Great work!
[deleted] • 7 points • 30 July, 2018 10:44 PM

Great post!
NotLuceBree • 8 points • 31 July, 2018 12:50 AM*

One of the best posts I've ever seen on this sub. Sticky or sidebar material, easily.
EDIT: Derp, it is already stickied. Sidebar, then.
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michaelkc03 • 8 points • 31 July, 2018 10:03 PM

If you get married after reading this you deserve to get divorce raped up the ass. No excuses lol.
TheJoestarDescendant • 6 points • 30 July, 2018 09:33 AM

RemindMe! 1 day
Battery almost dead...
[deleted] • 6 points • 30 July, 2018 11:52 PM

YES! Thank you! This is what we need and thank goodness we have it! Scientific Proof!
Yashugan00 • 6 points • 31 July, 2018 08:05 AM*

WOW! what post!
Show me what you got!
EDIT: so much wow
EDIT: this is now in my top 3 right next to: The Manipulated Man, Anatomy of Female Power.
EDIT: sent you reddit gold for this post.
[deleted] • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 03:07 PM

I'm glad you enjoyed it! Thank you for the gold!
[deleted] 31 July, 2018 07:42 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 08:35 PM

That's a really interesting correlation! Thanks for pointing it out!
MetalGearHank • 6 points • 30 July, 2018 02:53 AM

I don't need all of this text to understand that relationships aren't worth it.
[deleted] • 5 points • 30 July, 2018 12:45 PM

Well written.
Tyler789228 • 7 points • 30 July, 2018 09:02 PM

Thanks. Saved.
!redditsilver
Sol_Install • 6 points • 30 July, 2018 10:03 PM

God damn. Great post.
phreshstart • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 04:25 PM

This is why marriage is ALWAYS a losing proposition. You cannot fight biology.
Correction, most people can't fight their biological urges. Both men and women.
Women have literally no incentive to fight their biological urges, while men have to fight with all the blue pilled
brainwashing force feed to them since birth from media and other sources.
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But with a little bit of intelligence and logic men can overcome it and us here on MGTOW are the living proof
of that.
rationalthought314 • 12 points • 31 July, 2018 09:16 PM

most people can't fight their biological urges. Both men and women.
yes and no. I'd say the difference is that men throughout history have confronted and discussed their nature
and tried harness it so it would be more beneficial rather than simply animalistic. That's why we developed
philosophy and spiritual teachings to try and steer us towards a higher path. We haven't always been that
successful but in 5000 years of civilization we've gone from huts to space stations as compared to the 10s of
the thousands of years we ran around in animal skins before we gain retrospect. I'd say we've made a decent
effort. Women on the other hand have not done so and feminism is a failure in this regard because it blames
men and shifts accountability and thus any chance for introspection is gone.
[deleted] • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 07:44 PM

This should be on a permanent board.
PeterGriffin124 • 4 points • 30 July, 2018 07:36 PM*

Relationship Advices from women: She says the testosterone level of women would rise in their thirties. Wrong,
it drops similar to that of men but their estrogene levels also drops.
Illustrious_Hour • 6 points • 31 July, 2018 03:20 AM

saved. thx for good read.
UselessEater81 • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 07:22 AM

Can someone explain to me why women's testosterone levels increase with age while men's drop? What's the
biological necessity for that? It never made any sense to me that they would develop a higher sex drive when
they are way past their biological prime in terms of youth and fertility.
Thotsithinknots • 10 points • 31 July, 2018 11:59 AM

I'm assuming that its natures way of telling her to get as many children out as possible before the fertility
window closes.
Yashugan00 • 4 points • 31 July, 2018 10:35 PM

it has been shown Cougars are particularly forward and pushy, possibly only so bold due to the
hormones.
andrewscool101 • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 12:12 PM

I'm assuming to mature them a bit.
If they have kids, they should be much older now. So they can afford to be less 'fun' and more like fathers.
[deleted] • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 05:58 PM

very good article. This passage really stood out. The whole #metoo thing backs this up.
Like other observers of the contemporary scene, the author notes the pervasiveness of female anger. “It’s
impossible...to understand anything about women in this country today, unless you understand that a) they’re
angry, and b) their anger is directed at men. Women today aren’t seeking equality. They want
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retribution—revenge.”
michaelmindset • 4 points • 31 July, 2018 10:13 PM

MGTOW posts are evolving
potatorockstar • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 11:14 PM

This should be taught in elementary school or something.
[deleted] • 5 points • 1 August, 2018 03:20 AM

“Men want sex, women want relationships” is my most hated blue pill lie. It reduces men to primates.
rationed_male • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 04:21 AM

More like: men like sex along with many other enjoyable pursuits and hobbies. Women so often need men to
fill their empty lives and pay for their vacuous consumer habits
36KarsOnMars • 1 point • 1 August, 2018 12:48 PM

And how is this different ? It does the same but the other way around xd Eh, i i find it hard to agree with this,
I mean science is science, but I've seen too many counterarguments in form of real life experiences.
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 08:01 PM

My own real life experiences tell me that it’s men that want commitment and women don’t.
36KarsOnMars • 1 point • 1 August, 2018 08:04 PM

And mine tell me otherwise, guess everyone has it different.
Also, I've felt like cultural differences across the countries have something to do with that too,
though.
[deleted] • 6 points • 1 August, 2018 08:32 AM

Accepting female nature is not hard.
However, accepting that your social programming to stick to a female partner is, for a man, as self-destructive as
you can get in today's society, its like biting on a handful of turd covered by cactus thorns while believing that
it's a well cooked steak, and ignoring the pain, just for having that turd shit baby turds and then destroy you by
abusing governmental assistance.
treble-n-bass • 4 points • 31 July, 2018 08:16 PM

Sticky this shit ASAP!!!
[deleted] • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 01:49 PM

It makes sense.....
I mean women check out and give lets fuck signals to other guys all the time and vis versa....
AND when I have been single - the women are no where to be seen; and the moment I am in a relationship - they
are all throwing themselves at me - like flies on shit.
Which actually ANNOYS the fuck out of me.
Like where were you when I needed a partner, and was on the market and I wanted someone good to help me to
build up my business?
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No fucking where.
Soon as I have a partner, "The cunts pea brain goes, "I wana fuck, I wana fuck, I wana fuck, I wana fuck"" and
the fucking cock sucking vermin start crawling out of the wood work.
How does that work?
[deleted] • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 03:17 AM

Because you're validated by another woman. You have "value" when you're single, they look at you as you
are a failed product and offer nothing of value, cuz otherwise you wouldn't be single.
[deleted] • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 04:01 AM

Yeah... having been cheerfully single for a long time, pretty much all the women who hold that scumbag
value system - kind of like leeches jumping off a branch when some fresh warm blooded animal walks
past - they are not worth giving much thought too. It's partly that pack mentality that women run with fresh meat to fight over - for themselves, and the festering networks of INDIVIDUALS who will fight
amongst each other to get you, your cum, your money and all that.
look_in_the_mirror • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 06:29 PM

What do you think the reason is? I mean how they feel that you are in a relationship?
[deleted] • 4 points • 1 August, 2018 03:35 PM

Women are more likely than men to confuse sexual attraction with love. The sexes speak differently of the
feelings associated with the early stages of a romantic affair: Most men I have talked to call it infatuation,
but most of the women I have talked to call it being in love….Women in particular may believe that, if they
find the right person, intense feelings can last. They’ve been taught to believe that they should only want sex
with someone they love. So when a woman desires a man, she thinks she is in love, and when the desire
fades she thinks she is out of love.
If they've been taught one thing, doesn't that mean u could potentially teach them something new?
[deleted] • 5 points • 1 August, 2018 03:46 PM*

This is REQUIRED READING right hurr.
Thank you OP. I feel much better and much more validated in life after reading this (just had an annoying
experience with a female where she basically just deceived me... and herself. as is normal. their words are
meaningless-- you have to figure out what they're really trying to say/intend to do while they spit a bunch of
nonsense).
All the gas lights of my life are out now.
Women are so fucking incapable and mentally retarded. I literally see them as sadistic, boring, low value, low
integrity retards.
They're like retards in the sense that they can't help themselves.
So fucking done with their stupid little idiotic brains. Wish I didn't want to fuck women :( life would be easier
and simpler.
Thotsithinknots • 3 points • 31 July, 2018 11:58 AM

I am curious does is this apply to relationships with sex with 0 pregnancy?
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Isopiestic • 3 points • 31 July, 2018 03:52 PM

Any suggestions on what I should do if I want children? Just have them without a marriage contract and expect
on the mother to dip out after 4 years? lol
andrewscool101 • 3 points • 31 July, 2018 06:47 PM

Depending on where you live, single men can adopt.
treble-n-bass • 3 points • 31 July, 2018 08:16 PM

Oh my fucking god. Thanks, OP. The science surrounding this is staggering, yet explains the associated
psychological and behavioral aspect to the “T”, and solidifies the need to GYOW even further.
[deleted] • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 01:32 AM

So... conclusion is...? Women are biological whores?
[deleted] • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 05:21 AM

It’s simple, we are animals. A pack of wolves has an alpha male and only the alpha male gets to breed. All the
other males hunt and help supply for the pack and the females all get breed by the alpha male.
80% of men are born to work for the benefit of society and only the top 20% should be breeding. We think we
are smarter than animals, but at the end of the day instincts trump thinking. We have destroyed the system where
all men could benefit, so we are reverting to nature.
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 05:24 AM*

[deleted]
[deleted] • 1 point • 1 August, 2018 06:10 AM

I’ll admit my knowledge on wolves predates 1999. More proof that public education is shit.
Anyway, my point still stands because lots of animals live in a hierarchy. Chickens even do.
[deleted] • 1 point • 2 August, 2018 12:59 AM

Regardless, the more fit animals of any species generally get selected for mating more often. In social
species, that is typically the dominant male. But sure he is wrong on the finer points of wolves.
stringedbeams • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 06:56 AM

we're not simply animals, most of what's messed up today is failed nurture of imperfect nature
also /r/blackpillscience
spasmaticblaster • 1 point • 13 November, 2018 05:35 PM

Thank you.
Villaintine • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 10:30 AM

As men age, their testosterone levels gradually decrease
I consider myself a "lucky" person in general but the drop in testosterone has been the best blessing in my life.
Losing the hormonal drive to go out and bang randos (and the ensuing drama this always results in) has brought
calm and contentment I've never previously known.
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MGTOWMusicMan • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 06:57 PM

Have it saved on my backup drive, the cloud, and printed it out. Hopefully this gets pinned permanently.
Light_Dark_Choose • 3 points • 2 August, 2018 05:34 AM

I'm not sure if there is an "increase in testosterone production at 30" for women - do you have a source? I have
done some research and usually they point to a gradual decrease in testosterone levels in women as they age
(below is one eg.).
https://www.belmarpharmacy.com/content/patients/bhrt_for_women
OrangeGills • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 03:37 PM

That was a great read. Thanks for sharing.
TakeYourDailyDose • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 01:39 AM

This shit should be on the sidebar.
It's a hard red pill to swallow, but it's the bald-faced truth.
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 02:41 AM

This is genius. Yup. Wow.
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 11:51 AM

This is gold. Thank you OP
satansbarbedcock • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 03:01 PM

Primitive creatures
[deleted] • 2 points • 1 August, 2018 03:51 PM

ok, just read the whole .pdf... WOW... Depressing stuff. Extreme red pill knowledge can be such a downer.
Women seem more and more like alien creatures.
these days I look at "A" list alphas like Pitt and Depp and almost feel pity for them.
Griever114 • 2 points • 3 August, 2018 04:30 PM

!Remindme 6 hours
ballzntingz • 2 points • 20 August, 2018 05:56 AM

This is clearly not scientific. There are no studies that show uniform increase in testosterone in women after 30.
Michelle Langley isn't a scientist or an academic. She's a personal development coach peddling anecdata to cash
in.
SadSubstance8 • 2 points • 16 September, 2018 02:57 AM

I fucking love this post. I'd give you gold if I had. Thank you SO much man.
binkerfluid • 2 points • 28 September, 2018 02:35 AM

This is exactly my last ex. She goes through these cycles chasing a romcom fantasy. ITs part of the reason why
she will never be happy.
[deleted] 31 July, 2018 01:09 PM
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[deleted]
[deleted] • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 03:24 PM

https://www.counter-currents.com/2011/06/rotating-polyandry-and-its-enforcers-part-1/
https://www.counter-currents.com/2011/06/rotating-polyandry-and-its-enforcers-part-2/
look_in_the_mirror • 1 point • 1 August, 2018 10:41 PM

So what does the prototypical man that all women are attracted to looks like?
What can we learn from this and how can we apply it?
[deleted] • 2 points • 2 August, 2018 12:55 AM

He is a mix of contradictory traits (tough but gentle, etc) and satisfies the ever changing needs of a woman
that she is not even aware of. In other words, this man does not exist.
[deleted] • 0 points • 2 August, 2018 01:09 AM

/r/theredpill to learn/apply the game.
look_in_the_mirror • 1 point • 2 August, 2018 06:22 PM

Well it seems there is no other way.
deepspace7 • 1 point • 17 September, 2018 02:47 AM*

Thanks so much for this! Worth the read.
Horrifying in a way, but a sober dose of reality is better than living in blindness. I can learn to accept the former,
but would hate to live a life not knowing the truth.
TacticalTamales • 1 point • 30 September, 2018 05:46 PM

As much as all of this has been true for me and my hound life (mid 20’s) , I cant help but think about my parents
who have been married for 30+ years. Sure they’ve had bumps and HUGE ups and downs in the marriage but
there is no way I can deny that they BOTH selflessly love each other. They would die for one another and my
mom has stuck with my dad when he was at his absolute lowest and I really believe that they have become more
in tune with each other over the past 8 years than ever before. They are like one solid unit and I don’t ever see
that changing.
ToLazyToPickName • 1 point • 21 October, 2018 07:22 AM

Well that's a bummer.
lastlaugh100 • 1 point • 27 October, 2018 03:33 PM

Berber is fucked in 4 years
Camel-fingers • 1 point • 15 December, 2018 08:41 AM

This is pretty interesting. It seems to me that this is true but also true that women's nature as you described CAN
be controlled.
BUT, it requires a few things in order to have a decent chance of success. These things are currently not present
in society.
One would be self-knowledge. If more women understood their feelings and why they're having them they
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would be better equipped to make good decisions and regulate their feelings.
For example, I am sometimes hit on by a good looking woman at a bar or something. Sure is clearly keen and
although my primal side says "you should hit that" I know that this feeling is simply my little head thinking. I
know in my rational side that I love the woman I'm with and that I'm not a cheater. I can recognize this deceptive
emotion and control it. Women without self-knowledge can't. They believe this fleeting vaginal tingle is a sign
of true love so they go for it.
Secondly, societal mores and the legal system no longer encourages women to be faithful and good. In fact it's
the exact opposite. Being a slut is praised and encouraged as "empowering" which as we know just further and
further reduces a woman's ability to pair-bond and find any kind of sustainable happiness with a good man.
Third, religion and tight-knit communities have been basically destroyed. Women were very concerned with
their reputation because being a slut and being ostracized from their community was basically a death sentence
for their future. Nowadays, you have no religion, and you have welfare for single moms and no stigma and thus
no incentive to control yourself.
If we can fix these things I think it can be possible again for men and women to have loving, harmonious, and
healthy relationships. I totally empathize with MGTOW but the reality is we need to procreate, we need each
other and neither men or women are going away anytime soon. I think we need to find a way to eventually get
together, going your own way can be a part of that but it won' t suffice as the ultimate end solution guys.
Marque01 • 1 point • 15 December, 2018 12:50 PM

> women want to get married, not to be married. They often love not so much their husbands as their bridalfantasy in which the man serves as a necessary prop. Females want to wear the dress and have the wedding.
The social orgasm

SingleManDR • 1 point • 15 December, 2018 03:58 PM

Thing is, this is all true btw, but we did fight biology very effectively, for hundreds of years with one magical
ingredient: social shame.
It was one of the most effective tools for keeping biological BS in check. If a girl indulged her hypergamy, she
was cast out as a harlot. If she got pregnant out of wedlock, she was a dumb bitch who should be shamed.
Shame wasn't perfect, but it worked. Now feminism, the whatever-positivity movement of the moment, has
attacked shame first. Without it, people are free to behave like animals.
[deleted] 31 July, 2018 07:03 AM

[deleted]
Gordyne • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 06:09 PM

The only solution is for society to acknowledge that women should obey and submit to their husbands.
It's not perfect, but it's either that, or pure chaos and suffering for almost everyone.
treble-n-bass • 5 points • 31 July, 2018 08:16 PM

GYOW
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[deleted] • 3 points • 1 August, 2018 04:11 AM

Acknowledge that the female biological instinct to monkey branch exists than to keep going on with the
'women do no wrong' and then consciously make an effort to deny acting on that instinct to stay faithful to
the man; acquaint themselves that one cannot be in a happy state all the time; raise kids with their own father
and consider it a good life.
Would they do?
DonnegalBreeze • 2 points • 31 July, 2018 10:24 AM

'enough with the blabber jeeves' perfect.
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:37 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:37 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:40 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:42 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:44 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:52 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:55 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:56 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 06:58 PM*

[deleted]
[deleted] 1 August, 2018 07:12 PM*

[deleted]
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